POOL CLEANING

PRICES 2022

DOLPHIN POOL VACUUMS
Please ask for a quote the 2X2 Gyro, Wave 200 or Wave 300
Dolphin Pool Vacuum for pools up to 40 metres in length
Dolphin WAVE 200 Commercial Pool Cleaner - 35 metre cable
- for pools up to 40 metres long
Code

Description

Price

DWAVE200

Dolphin WAVE 200 Commercial Pool Vacuum Cleaner

POA

Dolphin WAVE 200 delivers reliability and the best wall-to-wall cleaning in its class, Easy to use and easy to clean, it
efficiently and effectively cleans any mid-sized commercial pool, regardless of shape or type.
* Scanning: Intelligent navigation system ensures complete coverage of every pool type & shape.
* Brushing: Dual direction active brushing system.
* Filtration: Spiral 2 layer system.
* MMI:
Man Machine Interface - An interactive state-of-the-art digital user-friendly control panel.
Controls cycle time, operation delay, scanning system (navigation, logical), diagnosis of
technical function & parameters. Remote Control for manual operator control.
* Safety:
Safety & reliability - overload detection for protection, designed for long life, & operation at only 38 volts.
* Limited Warranty: 2 years
Suction Rate: 34cu.m per hour
Cable Length: 35 metres
Unit Weight: 24kg

Dolphin Pool Vacuum for pools up to 50 metres in length
Dolphin 2x2 Pro Gyro Commercial Pool Cleaner - for pools up to 50 metres long
Code

Description

Price

D2x2C

Dolphin 2x2 Pro Gyro Commercial Pool Cleaner

POA

c/w 40 metre Cable
c/w set of 4 White Foam Wonder Brushes
* The Dolphin 2x2 Pro Gyro is ideal for cleaning commercial pools up
to 50 metres in length.
* The unit has 2 operating options, manual & automatic.
* Remote control option controls the Dolphin to areas requiring special
attention.
* Automatic mode allows the Dolphin to learn the pools dimensions
and computes a
precise path to clean the entire pool - floor and walls.
Warranty: 24 months / 3,000 operating hours limited warranty
- ask for details.

Dolphin WAVE 300XL Commercial Pool Cleaner - 40 metre cable
- for pools up to 50 metres long
Code

Description

Price

DWAVE

Dolphin WAVE 300XL Commercial Pool Vacuum Cleaner

POA

The Dolphin WAVE 300XL offers the professional pool operator a non-compromising answer for the
systematic, thorough and reliable pool cleaning for all pools up to 50 metres in length.
* Scanning: Intelligent navigation system ensures complete coverage of every pool type & shape.
* Brushing: Active brushing system with rotating brushes specially designed to brush, scrub &
remove dirt from the pool floor, slopes, edges & corners.
* Filtration: High filtration capacity and super suction power of 40 cu.m/hr through 2 unique 50
micron easy-to-replace disposable filter bags.
* Man Machine Interface: An interactive state-of-the-art MMI digital user-friendly control panel enabling full
control of cycle time, operation delay, scanning system (navigation, logical), diagnosis of
technical function & parameters. Remote Control for manual operator control. Self entry and
submerging in the pool.
* Safety:
Safety & reliability - overload detection mechanism for protection, designed for long life, &
operation at only 38 volts.
* Warranty: 2 year / 3,000 operating hours limited warranty.
Suction Width:
Unit Dimensions:

700mm
700 wide x 580 deep x 300mm high

Cable Length: 40 metres
Unit Weight:
25kg

Dolphin Pool Vacuum Warranties
Any machine, during its warranty period should not be dismantled, modified, or any repair attempted without our
authorisation. Failure to fulfill these obligations will invalidate any warranty outstanding.
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